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Abstract: India is among the top nations of the
world which have developed advanced space
technology. It has an ambitious space research
program under the umbrella of Indian Space
research Organization [ISRO]. ISRO is intensely
adapting advanced technologies for future space
missions. Various experimental simulation studies
are conducted at ground based laboratories before
implementation in its spacecraft and launch
vehicles. Charging-arcing phenomenon at the triple
junction is an important and very severe issue for
satellite industries. ISRO, along with Institute for
Plasma Research [IPR] is engaged in study of these
activities since 2003. An ESD simulation test
facility conforming to ISO-11221 with an advanced
instrumentation system for simulating GEO and
LEO space environment in laboratory and
analyzing arcs on its surface is developed. Using
this facility different types of solar panel coupons
were tested under SPIX-II activity. Sustained arc
experiments were conducted upto 90V and 1.5 A
on grouted, semi-grouted and ungrouted solar panel
coupons. Grouted and semi-grouted coupons
sustained for PSAs at these voltage and current
values. As part of the SPIX-III activity several
planned upgradation to the facility are outlined.
These solar panel coupons would be tested for 100
Volts inter-string voltage and 2 Amperes inter-sting
current in SPIX-II facility. The effect of proton and
electron irradiation experienced by the satellites in
space on the arcing behaviour and thresholds are
planned to be studied in the near future. This would
be done by assembling a panel using solar cells
irradiated using particle accelerators or irradiating
the panel after laydown. Change in dielectric

properties which results into change in arc rate on
the solar panel surface is an unexplored area of
research at present. Studies related to arcing during
EOL of satellite solar panels would be studied in
SPIX-II activity. Apart from this experiments on 1
meter solar panel coupon are discussed. In addition
a new technique for predicting arc location on the
surface of satellite solar panel is proposed. Arc
current waveforms give an idea about arc plasma
expansion over the surface of solar panel coupon.
In the proposed Arc Expansion Image Pixel
Manipulation (AEIPM) technique, expansion of arc
plasma is simulated theoretically using image
processing techniques in LabVIEW.

SPIX - III Facility Upgradation Plans
SPIX-II has successfully developed
charging-arcing testing facility for LEO and GEO
environment [1 and 2]. This facility follows ISO
11221guidelines [3]. The results and observations
are in good agreement with other researchers
working in this domain [4, 5, 6 and 7]. The facility
is under regular operation and is upgraded
continuously. SPIX-III would now proceed towards
major up gradations as listed below
1) The tungsten filament plasma source
would be replaced by ECR Plasma Source
for LEO environment. The main purpose
behind this is to maintain stability and a
precise control over plasma density and
electron
temperature.
Another
disadvantage of filamentary plasma source
of inability to create collision-less plasma

2)

3)

4)

5)

in a certain pressure regime is also
overcome.
Back streaming of oil from the existing
diffusion pump into vacuum chamber may
affect the reliability of the results if not
cleaned at regular intervals. The pump
would be replaced by Turbo-Molecular
Pump (TMP) to overcome this limitation
Till today, primary and secondary arc
experiments are successfully performed
with 90 volts inter-string voltage and
1.5 inter-string current. As the satellite
power requirements are increasing each
day, the operating voltages are current
values should be higher than the tested
one. Experiments with 110 V inter-string
voltage and 2.5 A inter-string currents
would be performed in future
SPIX team is actively working on the
limitations of the existing DAQ systems.
Few key points which have to be
modified are
a. Speed of the stage controller for
scanning the solar coupon.
b. Measure the waveform of entire
PSA in less than 1second. The
present facility aims to measure
the signal upto 1.6 ms only. This
data would be very useful in
analyzing the detailed properties
of the PSA.
c. Overcome to limitation of the
CCD camera for avoiding the
ratio of missing arcs. The main
reason behind this is the speed of
camera (30 FPS) and the short
duration of the signal (in
microseconds)
New experiments on treated/ “weathered”
coupons would be performed. These
coupons include thermal cycled coupons
populated with different types of solar cell
and UV irradiated coupons which were
not covered in SPIX-II project. An attempt
to observe arc rate on proton and electron
irradiated solar panel coupons is also a
new area of research. SPIX-III would try
to include it in its future experiments. The
purpose of these experiments is to
understand the impact of change in
dielectric constant of the satellite materials
after electron/proton/ photon irradiation

and its effect on discharges occurring on
charged space environments. For this
solar cell panels would be irradiated using
electron and proton accelerators.
Experiments on 1 meter long solar panel coupon
LEO
and
GEO
charging-arcing
experiments are performed on 1 meter long solar
panel coupon. The main objective on the long
coupon is to understand surface flashover in detail.
It was experimentally observed that the arc energy
discharged the smaller (30 cm X 30 cm) solar panel
coupons completely [8]. However as the spacecraft
solar panels are much larger than the coupons used
for the test, there is interest to study and understand
how far from its site, the arc can affect the
electrostatic build up on a solar panel. Towards this
experiments are in progress using the 1 meter long
coupon. Figure 1 shows the image of the 1 meter
long coupon used in the experiments.

Figure 1: Image of 1 meter long solar panel coupon used in the
experiments

As the length of the cylindrical SPIX-II
chamber is 1 meter excluding the domes, various
arrangements were made to accommodate the
coupons inside the chamber. Figure 2 shows the
internal view of chamber.

the surface potential at different time intervals

Fig 4: Arc blow off current

Figure 2: Internal view of chamber with 1 meter
long solar panel coupon installed

In GEO environment, an arm of the stage
controller which is installed inside the vacuum
chamber obstructs the electron shower on the
section of the solar panel. Thus a part of solar panel
generates differential potential while a part of it
remains at bias voltage throughout the experiments.
Current probe on the 10th solar cells string
measured very less or negligible value of
neutralization current.

Fig 5: Arc neutralization current
This indicates that arc plasma bubble could not
expand till the end of the solar panel due to absence
of IPG. Arc current waveforms shown in figure 4
and figure 5 signify the termination of arc current
before reaching the extreme edge of the solar panel
coupon. Thus the surface charge of the entire solar
coupon does not contribute in the arc blow-off
current. This could be partially due to the physical
blockage due to the arm of the stage controller and
also due to the inability of the arc to propagate
beyond a certain distance.
In LEO experiments, entire solar panel
coupon could be exposed to desired plasma
condition. Here, arc was observed on first solar
cell string and neutralization currents were
measured from string 6, string 8 and string 10. The
amplitude to the neutralization currents and charge
decreased with the distance from the arc site.
Figure 6 shows the experimental data for different
neutralization currents. The region upto which arc
plasma may expand is identified.

Figure 3: The conceptual line scan showing rise in

Figure 6: Arc neutralization current in string 6, 8
and 10
Experimental results on 1 meter long coupons
conducted in SPIX-II facility are discussed in detail
in [9]
Arc Expansion Image Pixel Manipulation
An electrostatic discharge or arc is a
sudden flow of electric current between two
regions with different electric potentials. An arc on
the surface of the satellite solar panel in space
environment, expands in all the directions
uniformly. As the energy of arc plasma is more
than the surrounding plasma or any other charged
environment, it expands radially outwards. Thus no
component except the energy stored in coverglass
contributes in the expansion of the arc plasma
bubble. This expansion is verified by Cho et al.
with the help of intensified arc images captured
using a high-speed CCD camera [3]. A discharge
may occur on the triple junctions where the electric
field has increased above its threshold voltage
value. The geometry of the panel and layout of the
solar cells are responsible for providing boundary
conditions for arc expansion. Arc plasma bubble
terminates as it reaches panel‟s boundaries or on
reaching an equipotential region on the panel. Such
regions are created due to several reasons. Absence
photo-emission due to shadowing of the solar
panels is one such cause. This phenomenon shows
analogy between arc expansion and arc current
waveform. Before reaching the nearest edge the
shape of arc plasma bubble is a circle and thus area
covered by it on the surface is given by πr2. Radius
of arc plasma constantly increases with time. As
soon as arc plasma bubble strikes with the nearest
edge, its shape deforms into a non-circular region
as shown in Figure 1. Here lengths of arcs related
to angle „θ‟ are considered for calculating arc
expansion region. It is clear that θ decreases as arc
plasma bubble expands over the surface. Before
reaching the nearest edge, θ is 3600 that is complete
circumference of arc plasma bubble is considered.

Figure 7: Simulated arc expansion image
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Here θ reduces with time. Area covered by arc
plasma bubble can be expressed in terms of its
perimeter if it is measured at very small time
intervals. Thus a continuous value of arc current is
proportional to the time integral of the value of
length at given time. A comparison between actual
and predicted arc current waveform is shown in the
figure 8

Figure 8: Actual and predicted arc current
waveforms for an arc occurring at the center of an
square empty dielectric substrate
The proposed technique is capable for predicting
amplitude, duration and velocity of the arc. The
main objective of this technique is to overcome the
limitations of a CCD camera for identification of
arc locations. A library of predicted waveforms of
all the arc prone locations is developed using the
proposed technique. Thereafter, a new arc current
waveform is compared with the library signals and
corresponding location which is actual arc location
is predicted. The technique is discussed in detail in
[10].

Summary
Major findings obtained in the laboratory
experiments are in good phase with the widely
accepted theories and results. SPIX-II team is
actively working on spacecraft charging activity at
sub-topic level. Plans for the SPIX-III have been
outlined. A technique to dispense with the
dependence on the CCD camera as the tool to
identify arc sites has been proposed. Instead the
capabilities of the high speed V, I acquisition
system to determine the arc site has been
demonstrated. These include arc propagation
studies theoretically and experimentally.
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Overview
• Beginning of Spacecraft Charging Activity in India
• SPIX – I
• SPIX - II
– Completed tasks
– On-going tasks
• Spacecraft Plasma Interaction Experiments - POSTER NO P54
• Arc Expansion Image Pixel Manipulation Technique (AEIPM) - POSTER NO P059
• Arc Flashover Experiments on 1 M Long Solar Panel Coupon - POSTER NO P058
• SPIX II – A way forward
• SPIX III – A Proposed Activity
• Electron and Proton Irradiation on satellite solar panel coupon
(Future Activity)
• Summary
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Beginning of Spacecraft Charging
Activity in India
•

•

•
•
•

•

Dr. V. K. Hariharan from ISRO published his PhD thesis titled On the
Development of the Circuit Model of a Spacecraft for Surface Charging
Studies .
He talked about development of various lumped element models (LEM) of a
spacecraft for surface charging studies. A numerical solution procedure using
method of moments and triangular patch modelling to determine the
capacitance of conducting objects in free space has been developed
This was the beginning of Spacecraft Charging studies in India.
Solar panel division (SPD) from ISAC, ISRO took and initiative to study the ESD
on the solar panels.
Only Lower earth orbit (LEO) which consist of low density plasma was
considered in the initial phase. The experimental setup was built at FCIPT Institute for Plasma Research (IPR) and was named Spacecraft Plasma
Interaction eXperiment (SPIX-I)
This facility was upgraded for GEO environment conditions in SPIX-II which
started in 2010

04-04-2016
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SPIX – II A way forward
• Facility to perform charging-arcing
experiments for primary arcs in
simulated LEO environment
• Aimed to study theoretically and
experimentally about V and I
parameters of arcs
• Charging, and arcing models were
developed
• Grouting at the triple junctions was
proposed from the experiment, which
was later adopted by ISAC.

04-04-2016

• Facility to perform charging-arcing
experiments
for primary and
secondary arcs in simulated GEO and
LEO environment based on ISO 11221
• Development of DAQ system for
database generation.
• Various types and configuration of
solar panel have been tested for LEO
and GEO like space environment.
• The outcome of these studies provided
inputs for upgraded design of solar
panel coupons.
• Two arc mitigation techniques were
proposed 1) Optimized use of RTV and
2) Offset solar cell alignment
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SPIX – II and Results summary
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Comparison Between Solar Coupons
Coupon A

CG type 1 & IC type 1

-100

Threshold voltage(V)

Threshold voltage(V)
-1000

-120

-1100

Coupon B

CG type 2 & IC type 1

-140

-1200

-160

Coupon C

B

C

C

-1300
-1400

CG type 1 & IC type 2

B

-180
-1500
-200

A

A

-1600
-1700

-220

Statistics of arcs at different locations

CG Type 1

35

Number of arcs

30
25
20

Busbar

15

Interconnectors

10

other locations

Higher
transmission

CG Type 2
Higher
Surface Resistivity

5
0
coupon A
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coupon B

coupon C

 The plasma interaction of cells at LEO and GEO with
two types of cover glass and interconnector were
compared.
 Ic type 1 is made of alloy with silver coating and Ic
type 2 is made up of silver. No significant change in
the differential potentials were observed in GEO
experiments.
 The differential potential between CG and IC is
comparable with Spenvis calculation in Average GEO
environment as per NASA guidelines.
Email: guptasuryakant @yahoo.com
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Arc Expansion Image Pixel
Manipulation (AEIPM) Technique
An electrostatic discharge or arc is a sudden flow of electric current between two regions
with different electric potentials
The geometry of the substrate and layout of the solar cells are responsible for providing
boundary conditions for arc expansion.

Before reaching the nearest edge the shape of arc plasma bubble
is a circle and as soon as arc it strikes with the nearest edge, its
shape deforms into a non-circular region as shown in figure
Length of to be considered is

Length at time T = πr [(
Length at time T2= πr [(

6
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where T2 > T1
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AEIPM Technique
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AEIPM Technique

Predicted and measured waveforms for an arc on square solar panel coupon

Actual and predicted wfs for Arc 1 and
Arc 2 on string 1 of 1 meter long solar
panel coupon

Predicted Surface potential on solar
panel coupon
04-04-2016

Predicted Surface potential on coverglass of solar panel coupon
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Arc flashover measurement on a 1 m
long satellite solar panel coupon
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1 m long satellite solar panel coupon
in GEO space-like environment

Electron shower on the entire solar coupon is
hindered by one axis by stage controller.
Thus IPG is not created on the entire solar
panel coupon
The conceptual line scan showing rise in the
surface potential at different time intervals is
shown in the figure.
04-04-2016
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1 m long satellite solar panel coupon
in LEO space-like environment

Actual and predicted arc current waveforms for two different arcs are shown.
Comparison between two waveforms shows that the complete charge in the solar panel is
not dissipated and the arc plasma bubble does not reach the farthest end
This is experimentally verified by the neutralization currents.
04-04-2016
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SPIX – II A way forward
ECR Plasma Source
• The tungsten filament plasma source would be replaced by ECR Plasma
Source for LEO environment.
• The main purpose behind this is to maintain stability and a precise control
over plasma density and electron temperature.
• Another disadvantage of filamentary plasma source of inability to create
collision-less plasma in a certain pressure regime is also overcome.

Back streaming of oil from diffusion pump
• Back streaming of oil from the existing diffusion pump into vacuum
chamber may affect the reliability of the results if not cleaned at regular
intervals.
• The pump would be replaced by Turbo-Molecular Pump (TMP) to
overcome this limitation
04-04-2016
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SPIX – II A way forward
Higher Inter-string Voltage and Inter-string Current
• Primary arc and Sustained arc experiments would be performed under
simulated LEO and GEO environment
• Different types of solar coupon panels would be tested for 100 V and 2 A

Electron and Proton Irradiation
• Arc threshold and sustained experiments would be conducted on proton
and electron irradiated solar panel coupons.
• This can be done by assembling a panel using solar cells irradiated using
particle accelerators or irradiating the panel after assembling solar cells on
its surface.
• Change in dielectric properties which results into change in arc rate on the
solar panel surface is an untouched
area of research at present
04-04-2016
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SPIX – II A way forward
SPIX-II DAQ system
SPIX-II is actively working on the limitations of the existing DAQ systems. Few
key points which are modified are
• Speed of the stage controller for scanning the solar coupon. As
surface capacitor discharged as soon as the arc occurs and >>>>
• Measure the waveform of entire PSA lesser than 1second. The
present facility aims to measure the signal upto 1.6 ms only. This
data would be very useful in analyzing the detailed properties of the
PSA.
• Overcome to limitation of the CCD camera for avoiding the ratio of
missing arcs. The main reason behind this is the speed of camera (30
FPS) and the short duration of the signal (in microseconds)
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Summary
•
•
•
•
•

Major findings obtained in the laboratory experiments
are in good phase with the widely accepted theories and
results.
SPIX-II team is actively working on spacecraft charging
activity at sub-topic level.
Plans for the SPIX-III have been outlined.
A technique to dispense with the dependence on the
CCD camera as the tool to identify arc sites has been
proposed.
Instead the capabilities of the high speed V, I acquisition
system to determine the arc site has been demonstrated.
These include arc propagation studies theoretically and
experimentally.
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